TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of May 26th and June 2nd (as of 5.19.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of May 26th and June 2nd. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
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WEEK OF MAY 26TH (as of 5.19.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Friday, May 30
WE SHOULD HAVE ELOPED – Saturday, May 31

Series Premieres
RETURN TO AMISH – Sunday, June 1
TLC’s newest spinoff series reunites viewers with the original group from BREAKING AMISH – the network’s highest-rated freshman series ever. The two-hour premiere kicks off a seven-episode run that follows Abe, Rebecca, Sabrina, Jeremiah, and Kate as they continue to acclimate to their new lives while still applying certain Amish traditions to major life events. Mary, Katie Ann, and Andrew all return as well, while viewers are finally introduced to Chester (Mary’s husband), Chapel (Andrew’s girlfriend) and Kayla (Rebecca’s daughter).

MONDAY, MAY 26

9:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “BEDROOM SLIP-UP”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – a clumsy couple has a slip-up and loses something while playing in the bedroom; uncontrollable passion and ice cream makes a young couple head out for a bite; and a hot time on the fourth of July leaves a man rushing to the ER and his roommate in stitches

BEST FUNERAL EVER – “COUNTRY MUSIC FUNERAL”
The family of John Floyd Dunham wants to throw this train evangelist a good ol’ country music funeral. The only problem – no one at Golden Gate knows a thing about country music. The team faces their toughest challenge yet, but they are determined to make this funeral authentic by getting a mechanical bull and having country music star Deryl Dodd perform at the service.

TUESDAY, MAY 27
9:00PM ET/PT
**19 KIDS & COUNTING – “A SPECIAL HOMECOMING”**
It's a big week at the Duggar house! After 60 days apart, Derick is finally home from Nepal, and the whole family has planned a super-sized welcome home. Will Jill and Derick be able to contain their excitement through just a side hug hello? Then, Michelle takes the courting couples on a triple date, where she and Jim Bob, Jessa and Ben, and Jill and Derick receive a lesson in dinner etiquette. Will the Duggars’ manners earn them an A+? And after weeks of planning, the family comes together as the kids put on a surprise dinner theater for Mom and Dad that they won’t forget.

10:00PM ET/PT
**THE LITTLE COUPLE – “ALL YOU WANTED TO KNOW”**
After an incredible year, The Little Couple spends a special hour looking back on how their lives have changed and answering viewer questions. Bill and Jen share new insights into parenting, Jen’s battle with cancer and even reveal some rare behind the scene moments.

**FRIDAY, MAY 30**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – “SHEENA”**
Sheena realizes her mother has hijacked her dream Indian wedding! Even with an unlimited budget, things are never easy, especially when mom and daughter have different visions. Sheena must fight to regain control of her big day before it’s too late!

10:00PM ET/PT
**I FOUND THE GOWN – “GOING AGAINST THE DRESS GRAIN”**
Megan’s on the hunt for a black gown, despite her traditional family’s wishes. Whitney falls in love with a dress that’s too small and struggles to find anything that can top it. Julie has only one dress in mind, but is worried her sister won’t approve.

10:30PM ET/PT
**I FOUND THE GOWN – “SOMETHING DIFFERENT, SOMETHING BLUE”**
Bride Kristy has flown in from Canada hoping to find a specific gown to wear on her wedding day. Bride Laura wants to find a dress that pleases her fiancé and fits her curvaceous body. And bride Rheva is looking for a unique, blue gown for her big day.

**SATURDAY, MAY 31**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “MAN IN STEEL”**
A doctor struggles to free a man from a painful steel ring down there; a rendezvous at a construction site turns disastrous when heavy machinery is put to use; and a man’s plans for a night to remember are forgotten when his girlfriend is rushed to the ER.

10:00PM ET/PT
**WE SHOULD HAVE ELOPED!**
Sometimes, bad weddings happen to good people. And no matter how much a couple wants to say “I Do,” the universe has a way of swooping in with a healthy dose of chaos that screams, “I Don’t.” Whether it’s rain, fire – or a plague of sorts… these comedic reenactments will make you understand why at the end of the day, these couples agree, “We Should Have Eloped!”
SUNDAY, JUNE 1

8:00PM ET/PT

RETURN TO AMISH: OUR JOURNEY SO FAR
This one-hour special updates viewers on Abe, Rebecca, Jeremiah, Kate and Sabrina, the original cast of BREAKING AMISH – where they came from, how they faced being shunned because of their choices, who they are today and where they’re going next. RETURN TO AMISH: OUR JOURNEY SO FAR charts each character’s journey and development as well as the relationships that intertwine and ultimately bind them all.

9:00 – 11:00PM ET/PT

RETURN TO AMISH – “HOME IS WHERE THE BEEF IS”
In this two-hour series premiere, after time apart, Amish and Ex-Amish friends and family get together for a holiday dinner at Mary Schmucker’s that doesn’t go quite as planned and Mary’s husband Chester is in for a rude awakening. Andrew, out of jail, has a score to settle with Jeremiah, Rebecca and Sabrina are expecting big things and Kate anxiously awaits the opportunity of a lifetime.

WEEK OF JUNE 2ND (as of 5.19.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Mid-Season Finales
19 KIDS & COUNTING (Season 8) – Tuesday, June 3

Season Premieres
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA (Season 7) – Friday, June 6

Season Premieres
SISTER WIVES (Season 5) – Sunday, June 8

MONDAY, JUNE 2

9:00PM ET/PT

SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “GAME OVER”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – a couple brings video game fantasy into the bedroom with embarrassing results; a young man brings an itchy crotch and an entourage of women to the E.R.; and when a couple is interrupted on lover’s lane they go from private passion to dangerous accident.

TUESDAY, JUNE 3

9:00PM ET/PT

19 KIDS & COUNTING – “A DUGGAR SAYS…”
With two Duggar daughters now in courtships, it’s a race to the altar. While the girls are promoting their new book in New York City, Derick takes the opportunity to do some secret planning back at home. After getting permission from Jim Bob to ask for Jill’s hand in marriage, will he be able to pull off an
intricate proposal without Jill knowing what’s about to happen? And more importantly, what will Jill’s answer be after he pops the question?

10:00PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
It is Easter Sunday and Bill is dyeing Easter eggs with the kids as Jen works with her patients in the NICU for the first time since overcoming cancer. Even though Jen is tired from a long day at work, she rallies to make the holiday a special family day. With Will and Zoey dressed in their Spring best the family takes a trip to a local farm for some sweet treats, strawberry picking, and the ultimate in fun: an Easter egg hunt.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “THE BRIDAL COUNTDOWN!”
Salina is getting married today! With the clock ticking, Lori and team must do whatever it takes to help this bride find the perfect dress. Former beauty queen now Army officer Kelsey is caught between her pageant past and her simple style present.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “OUT OF BRIDAL BOUNDS”
Sports coach Merri loves her gym attire – but her girly entourage is pushing for glam! Bodybuilder Sara wants a gown that shows off her muscles while still looking ladylike. Brandy purchased a gown in a smaller size and is hoping it fits!

10:00PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN – “ALL ABOARD THE BRIDAL EXPRESS”
A charter bus from New York City descends on the store! Brides Shani, Danielle, Samantha and Jennifer are determined to let nothing stand between them and their dream dresses but they’ve got to be quick – the bus home won’t wait!

10:30PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN – “WHAT A BRIDE WANTS”
Noelle hopes to find a gown that combines her fashionista and hippie vibe. Alexis has traveled from South Carolina in hopes to find a glamorous, Hollywood-inspired dress for her big day. Sherri refuses to settle for anything but one specific dress.

SATURDAY, JUNE 7

9:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “HOT AIR AFFAIR”
Things get serious when a pair of clowns lands in the ER; a couple’s embarrassing injury takes center stage when a church group arrives to pray for it; and when a man blacks out during sex, his new girlfriend goes into first responder mode to save him.

SUNDAY, JUNE 8
9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES – “MERI DROPS A BOMB”
The Browns face a chaotic week. They have a meeting with a potential investor for their jewelry line. Christine’s daughter Mykelti brings a boyfriend home. And then to top it all off, Meri drops a bombshell that threatens her close relationship with one sister wife.

10:00PM ET/PT
RETURN TO AMISH – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Episode description not available at this time.
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